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1.1. A NODE INTERFACE AND A CONNECTOR
REGGIO EMILIA
MEDIOPADANO HUB AND ITS LINKS TO HIGHWAY & LOCAL PUBLIC TRANSPORT

REGGIO EMILIA, ITALY.
BEGINNING OF THE PROJECT: 2010
IMPLEMENTATION: NOT IMPLEMENTED YET
COST: TO BE ESTIMATED

BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTIVITY
In June 2013, the new High Speed (HS) Station of Reggio Emilia, called Mediopadana, located 4 km away from the city centre and designed by S. Calatrava, opened. The next step is to strengthen the links between the station and its territory. In this context, two contextual definitions are required:

• The Mediopadana Area as a territorial area is not defined by institutional boundaries. The catchment area of the Mediopadana Station includes Parma, Reggio, Modena, Cremona, Mantova, and consists of about 2 million inhabitants.

• The Mediopadano Hub is an interchange and an inter-modal node whose core is the Mediopadana station. It is a node because it should be easy to connect the HS line with local railways (interchange) and the motorway (intermodal).

OBJECTIVES
At a local level:
• to exploit the arrival of the HS service in order to boost the city renewal;
• to enable the city and the catchment area “feel” the station;
• to exploit the arrival of HS line to improve as a whole the infrastructural and territorial mobility system as a whole, so that it includes the main channels (HS, motorway) and secondary channels (local infrastructure: roads and especially regional railways and bicycle paths);
• to maintain coherence and a balance between the new HS station, the city centre and the cities within the wider catchment area.

At a regional level:
• to give the Mediopadana HS Station the identity of a new architectural icon;
• to enhance its role as a gateway to reach main EU cities.

At a wider level:
• to put Reggio Emilia and the Mediopadana Area on the map;
• to establish new economic/cultural exchanges with other EU cities.
KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES

The aim of Reggio Emilia’s project is to optimize the existing infrastructures, both rail and road, in order to create a real node/Hub, which acts at different territorial scales.

The first level of intervention concerns the direct link between HSL and regional railway line (“interchange node”). The aim is to set up a complex railway system covering the whole Mediopadana area.

This action has been concretized first of all through the decision to locate the station at the point where HSL crosses the regional line. Now the administration is working in order to enhance this regional line, with positive effects not only in terms of mobility but also in terms of urban requalification.

The second level of intervention is the achievement of a direct connection between High Speed Line and freeway (“intermodal node”), running in parallel and only 30 m away, through a service area offering not only standard services but also spaces to pause, relax, and put on cultural activities. In addition, this area could guarantee better transport connection at an urban and regional level.

In these terms, the service area is seen as the second most important part of the whole Mediopadano Hub.

RESULTS & IMPACTS

The project not being achieved yet, the expected results are following:

- to connect the new station with the city and the catchment area;
- to control urban sprawl through urban development plans and specific planning tools for the Northern area and the station surroundings;
- to give the city a renewed identity;
- to strengthen relations and exchanges between the Hub and the city centre, the Hub and the catchment area, Reggio Emilia and other EU main cities;
- to boost the local economy, cultural activities, and tourism;
- to enable citizens and users to feel good about the HS station.

LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS

- The importance of starting a dialogue with stakeholders from the beginning, whilst at the same time taking into account the different territorial levels of the project;
- The need to involve directly citizens and users (not only to communicate the results to them, but also enabling them to participate in the decision making);
- The importance of step-by-step feasibility studies and multidisciplinary approaches.

WEBSITE, CONTACTS

- www.km129.it
- http://www.municipio.re.it/retecivica/urp/pez.nsf/web/PrqtqltPdrftrt6?opendocument
- http://www.municipio.re.it/retecivica/urp/pez.nsf/web/Srzn?opendocument
- info@km129.it
Łódź Fabryczna Hub Project

Łódź, Poland

BEGINNING OF THE PROJECT: 2011
IMPLEMENTATION: WORKS WILL BE FINISHED IN THE SECOND HALF OF 2015
COST: CA 116,27 MLN EUR

BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE Activity
Łódź Fabryczna Main Railway Station is located in the very centre of Łódź. Although a terminus station since its construction in 19th century it now has the opportunity to become one of Poland’s most important rail nodes functioning as intermodal stop for the projected High Speed Rail corridor and in a more local view – the heart of Łódź Agglomeration Rail system, providing comfortable connections with the satellite towns of Łódź region and a quick link to the capital city of Warsaw.

OBJECTIVES
The node’s favorable location will ensure that it is more than merely a railway stop as it will concentrate various means of transport in one place – the heart of Łódź. Due to the fact that the station’s closest surroundings have been architecturally neglected for a very long time, the investment also becomes an integral factor for one of the vastest urban projects in Europe – The New City Centre of Łódź. Its aim, together with the main station’s reconstruction project, is to provide a modern Hub – a place integrating various city functions and enhancing local infrastructure that will certainly lead to complex improvement of urban, architectural, economical and aesthetical standards not only within the node itself but also outside of it.

KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES
The station will be composed of three levels, two of which will be hidden underground. Tracks and platforms will be situated on level -2 (16 meters underground). The station is designed in such way that it stitches the existing road network to the new one enabling almost door-to-door interchanges from train to buses, tramways, taxis and long distance coaches. The facility will be also equipped with underground parking places connected to the projected road network by underground ramps. Moreover, the construction works take place simultaneously alongside other investments already launched in the neighbouring EC1 zone which focus on the adaptation of old industrial buildings, e.g. the old power plant for cultural, educational and artistic functions which together will create a brand new public space.
RESULTS & IMPACT
The expected benefits resulting from the node construction can be grouped together into three key aspects:

• to increase in quality and effectiveness of transport flows across all means of public transport (rail, municipal) – greater mobility;
• to improve the quality of life and to attract new businesses – progressive economical growth;
• to improve the urban, architectural, aesthetic, social and infrastructural aspects – thereby enhancing the quality of life.

LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS
It is believed that the experiences gained in the project will be influential for other urban and transport projects of that type in the future of a similar or lesser scale. The city itself will certainly benefit from the added value that the external investor (national rail company) provides – a modern multimodal Hub in the heart of Łódź.

REFERENCES, SOURCES, BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Łódź City Office and the Board of the New Centre of Łódź materials
• ENTER.HUB presentation for Orebro workshops
• ENTER.HUB working papers and documentation

WEBSITE, CONTACTS
• http://www.dworzec.lodz.pl/
• www.ncl.uml.lodz.pl/sites/default/files/Prezentacja%20NC%C5%81%20V7%20ENG.pps
• www.ncl.uml.lodz.pl/sites/default/files/Prezentacja%20NC%C5%81%20V7%20FRA.pps
BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTIVITY
Due to its strategic location, the new railway station in Breda opens up new opportunities both from Breda and the West-Brabant region as it is the only Brabant stop on the Amsterdam – Schiphol – Rotterdam – Brussels – Paris High Speed line, and the “gateway” to Brabant region.

Economic interests in western Europe can be perceived at several levels, from the local (the new Via Breda district), the urban (the enhancement of the whole city), the regional (alliances n/e and s/w, west-Brabant region), the national (Belgium as the heart of Europe) and finally the international/European, as Breda’s new railway station and the development of the rail zone strongly contribute to the city’s international position.

OBJECTIVES
The aim is to develop a pleasant place, the Via Breda district, to do business, to live and to spend time: the so-called “place to be”, for travellers, customers and entrepreneurs. It should connect Breda and its region with the rest of the world. The station aims to develop a new way of bringing together travelling, living, working and shopping, integrating all customers’ expectations in one single place, “built for the city”.

The whole intervention aims to exploit and renew the existing values by applying a sustainable redevelopment of the industrial heritage, namely the former brewery, as a challenge and catalyst and value creator.

KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES
The project is developed by bringing together in the same place, with an international and green attractiveness, train, bus, bicycle, car, and pedestrians and interconnecting it to the city first of all.

The High Speed railway station also includes a new bus platform with timetables integrated with train timetables, room for 4,000 bikes and a large parking area (720 places). A wide underground corridor connects the two sides of the station, where large open squares and roads offer good access.
The whole intervention proposes the building of offices, apartment blocks, shopping and leisure places. The urban functions, both temporary and definitive, include: university, court house, tax house, world trade centre, housing, events, daily urban recreation, creation hotspots, city beach, city campsite, marina, rowing club, space for market / testing, competitions / platforms.

**RESULTS & IMPACT**

The city is becoming very attractive to companies which are Benelux-oriented and also to different kinds of users, given the anticipated urban functions. The number of daily passengers will increase from approximately 27,000 to 57,000 in 2020.

**LESSONS LEARNED & RECOMMENDATIONS**

The example of Breda identifies a good approach in how to create a regional Hub which is well integrated in terms of mobility and urban and regional needs and identity. The new European connections add to this the international spirit as well an overall dynamisation of the whole context (the station, the Via Breda district, the city).

**REFERENCES, SOURCES, BIBLIOGRAPHY**

- Presentation by Wilbert Willems, alderman City of Breda, during conference “Railway station districts enhancing urban development in medium-sized cities”, 8 December 2011, European Parliament, Brussels
- Presentation by Rudolf Mulder – DHV, UIC 6th World conference on High Speed Rail, Amsterdam 2008
- Mentioned websites.

**WEBSITE, CONTACTS**

- https://www.prorail.nl/projecten/station-breda
- http://www.bredacentraal.nl/
**AVIGNON**

**GARE TGV**

**AVIGNON, FRANCE**

**BEGINNING OF THE PROJECT:** 1999

**IMPLEMENTATION:** 2001

**EXTENSION AREA:** 500 HA

---

**BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTIVITY**

In France, the new High Speed Mediterranean line constitutes the achievement of the HSL Lille-Paris-Lyon, along the north-south axis of France, till Marseille.

The three new stations (Avignon, together with Valence and Aix-en-Provence) represent some of the most recent attempts of what their planners call “bringing together mobility and city”, by avoiding the monofunctional logic.

In Avignon, the area represented one of the rare opportunities of urban development for the agglomeration.

The area presents specific characteristics, in terms of infrastructure and barriers which cut it off from the continuous urban tissue, as well as for the way in which the activity zone of La Courtine has been progressively built from the Seventies.

The iterative project method, elaborated by the city of Avignon together with AREP and Desvigne-Dalnoky, has allowed them to establish participation with a widersteering committee (comprised of country and city, stakeholders, transport operators, municipal chambers, …) who are able to produce a sustainable development principle for the Courtine peninsula.

---

**OBJECTIVES**

In this context, the plan for the TGV station in Avignon has been developed in order to re-designate the Courtine area (the station district) and give it a specific connotation in terms of territorial and landscape planning, to encourage better connections with the city centre, and to produce a general plan which includes landscape design, new public spaces, new cycling and pedestrian paths.

The objective is also to improve the productive area of La Courtine and to maintain at the same time the traditional territorial pattern of the region.

---

**KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES**

The study method was based on a diagnostic analysis and on some propositions concerning the themes of: infrastructure (road connections, bike and pedestrian paths); programmes (activities, housing, commerce, services); urban security; sustainable housing and development.

Organised on the actual "landscape pattern", the future urban tissues will provide a mixed programme, consisting...
of different kinds of housing, offices, shops, and tertiary and handicraft activities. The role of cars on streets, on quarters, on plots, will be carefully studied in the next ZAC (Zones of Concerted Planning), in order to facilitate its integration into the sustainable planning of the area.

The re-qualification of the peninsula commercial space is considered to be a fundamental element in the area’s urban renewal. Around a main structure dedicated to learning, different services such as a school, a nursery, and a library, will be established, close to the residential buildings and the other services.

RESULTS & IMPACT
Diagnosed as a monofunctional sector of the city and of the agglomeration, mainly for the benefit of enterprises, the Courtine peninsula, with the TGV station and its park, can now offer inhabitants a high quality environment and place to live in. Long-term results and impacts will be evaluated when the next initiatives have been achieved.

LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS
The project of Avignon is an example of how the quality of life is an indicative function of many factors, to be deeply analysed through a multi and interdisciplinary approach.

It is also an example of how railway infrastructure, such as HSL, and the settlement of a HS station, even if located out of the city centre, can, potentially, positively stimulate much new regeneration.

The plan for La Courtine also stimulates very careful development strategies about the landscape and the land use and, as a consequence, about the sustainability of the intervention, also in terms of time.

REFERENCES, SOURCES, BIBLIOGRAPHY

WEBSITE, CONTACTS
- http://www.agenceduthilleul.fr/
1.2. A GATEWAY TO MOBILITY
BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTIVITY
In January 2013, the city of Girona joined the High Speed Line Madrid-Barcelona-French Border. Currently, the connection makes it possible to travel directly to France TGV and AVE trains through agreements established between RENFE (Spanish National Railway Network) and SNCF (French National Railway Company). This position halfway between Barcelona and the French border as well as the location of the new high-speed railway station of Girona in the city centre, creates two issues for the city, specifically with regards to the potential of the station which is not currently exploited enough:
• The central location of the station, and its accessibility;
• The intermodality of the station.
In this context, and considering that the offer in this great transport interchange will continue steadily growing thanks to the increase of both intercity bus services and railroad, the main challenges now are how to strengthen the links between the Hub and its territory, beyond the immediate surroundings, without compromising its accessibility; through effective planning, organization and mobility solutions.

OBJECTIVES
At a local scale: Improve the accessibility to the station and its immediate surroundings, especially for those who come from outside the city, and promote sustainable mobility in the area.
At a regional scale: Ensure that the station will be used as a valid alternative to private vehicles for passenger transport, at metropolitan and regional level, in their daily journeys.
At international scale: Take advantage of a privileged geographical position between two potential centres of attraction in the context of international tourism, such as Barcelona and The Costa Brava, through good, easy and fast connections with these areas.

KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES
The new high-speed railway of Girona, located in the city centre, is now under construction in an adjacent position to the actual railway station of the conventional rail line Barcelona-French Border, and it is going to be integrated
into a road-rail intermodal terminal consisting of a building surface for the rail station high speed (the tracks are underground) and four underground which from top to bottom correspond to:

- a 1st level, where a lobby access to the railway station is located, and also the future bus station, currently the subject of a construction project which is in the process of being drafted,
- a 2nd level for future underground parking area,
- a 3rd level, also for a future parking, but also where a second mezzanine level is located in order to access to the platforms,
- a last level, corresponding to the HST platforms where 4 train stabiling tracks and 2 platforms 450m. long and 9m wide are located.

In order to complement this, within a maximum radius of 200 ms around the station connections will be created for city buses, public bicycles, taxis, together with a sufficient parking area for private vehicles.

Alongside this, in the first year of operation of the HST, it has been agreed with the Infrastructure manager and operator, to increase in train frequencies and also to extend hours of service and some promotional seats when there are important events in the city.

**RESULTS & IMPACTS**

Although the project is currently being developed, and waiting for some input from the LAP, the expected results are the following:

- Strengthening and improving connections to the Hub immediate territory and catchment area
- Improve the current intermodal potential facilities, through agreed strategies with different management infrastructures to facilitate mobility of the users (at a practica level: one one-way ticket, integrated fares...)

**LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS**

- The study of infrastructure such as HST requires a multiscale analysis; and consequently it is important to contextualize mobility, with respect to the Hub, at different territorial levels.
- The importance of considering these issues from the early stages of the project (design and implementation), but also throughout its duration.
- The need to handle the project and construction work management processes, through a consortium figure, who is responsible for integrating all the administrative concerned levels (national, regional and local)
- The importance of the implemented strategies to promote the potential of the city regarding HST.
- The evidence of the positive impact of a joint strategy of local governmental entities, stakeholders and infrastructure managers and operators.

**REFERENCES, SOURCES, BIBLIOGRAPHY**

BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTIVITY
The city of Porto is the main transport “Hub” in the North, with regards to commuting to and from the city, and being the point of departure and arrival of national and international transport. Campanhã is the main railway station in the north of the country, receiving traffic from the Northern lines, Minho, Douro, Leixões, Guimarães and Braga. The BUS transport in the city, which consists of both public and private operators is not integrated and could improve its offer in a complementary way to other modes of transport.

Thus, the municipality of Porto intends, over the next few years, to relocate its transport interfaces in the town.

OBJECTIVES
The main objectives/principles are:

- **Sustainable mobility** – which requires a transport system which is more efficient, equitable and respectful of the environment;
- **Accessibility** – option and quality of access is an opportunity to promote the quality of life of inhabitants;
- **Intermodality** – aggregation, in the form of interface of different types of transport, individual or collective;
- **Fare integration**: promotion of multimodal tickets, specially by the private operators, full adherence to the system “andante”;
- **Operational integration**: which requires a single service with quality to improve the quality of multi-modal journeys;
- **Environment, Public Health and Traffic Safety**: reducing the emission of greenhouse gases, to lower noise levels in the city and reducing road crashes.
KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES

The Campanhã Hub is the oldest train station in Porto, inaugurated in 1875, it was in the transition to the twentieth century, an important train Hub in the transportation of goods and passengers, however, the large distance to the city centre reduced its operation, and a new station was built at "Downtown" of Porto, called São Bento, which opened in 1896 (completed in 1916). Currently, the municipality of Porto believes that Campanhã may prove to be an important gateway to the city, not only for the important role of its railway, but also in promoting intermodality.

In 2002, the Metro station was established in the western part. Given the objective, it is the intention of the municipality to provide the station with an important bus stop/inter-face on the east side, with national, regional and sub-urban Public Transport lines, while the urban Public Transport company – STCP, and the light rail company – Metro do Porto, will "feed" the public transport system within the city.

Both Campanhã and São Bento were built in the nineteenth century, and represented the architectural design of that time, especially the French architectural influence. The São Bento Hub still preserves its original features, partly as a result of being within the perimeter of the Historic Centre of Porto, UNESCO World Heritage Site. While in Campanhã, in 2004 the new Enterprise Centre was built, which is now considered to be an architectural feature for the city, a new growth pole and centrality of Porto, which mixes contemporary design with the original features of the old building. This project includes a residence for University students, with 6,500 m² for services, and 3,500 m² for Trade.

RESULTS & IMPACT

It is anticipated that the construction of the new bus station will have the following effects:

- Improvement of the public transport system;
- The city traffic decongestion;
- Intermodal platform;
- Increase of individual public transport solutions (car sharing)
- The coordination of schedules;
- The coordination of multi-modal journeys? Or logistics?
- An adjusted tariff;
- Rehabilitation of the urban area on the eastern side;
- Revitalization of local trade.

LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS

- The design of these two railway stations enabled the creation of two architectural myths in the city, particularly São Bento, social and economic poles and monuments dedicated to mobility, especially Campanhã.
- Following the report, of the 1st ENTER.HUB thematic workshop, the city now looks at this project as an opportunity to reinvigorate Campanhã station as an urban connector and producer of services.
- The construction of this new interface is known to be the largest investment in the transport system of the city and is a priority for solving the problems associated with the movement of buses in the city center, giving it an importance in terms of mobility and economy, not only at local level but at a regional and national level.

REFERENCES, SOURCES, BIBLIOGRAPHY:

- Internal study – "Relocation of interfaces of Public Transport in the city of Porto" – CMP/TRENMO

WEBSITE:

- www.cmp.pt
- www.cp.pt
- www.refer.pt
BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTIVITY
The development of the railway industry, including high-speed trains (HST) gave an opportunity to the city of Liège to become one of the most important nodes of the high-speed rail network, an indispensable link between London, Paris, Brussels and Cologne. However, the old passenger building and the railway infrastructure would not allow the potential offered by high speed to be exploited, neither were the criteria of accessibility, comfort and inter-modality which characterize a modern travel centre being met.

OBJECTIVES
The building is designed by Santiago Calatrava. From the beginning it was decided that the station would remain in the same location. Initially, the main goal was the construction of the new building and redevelopment of the square outside the station. But the scope of the operation went further and defined a new goal that was the redevelopment of the entire district of Guillemins, since the new station would be the new gateway to the city. In collaboration with the Walloon regional company of transport (SRWT), the Walloon public transportation company (TEC), the Euro Liege TGV railway company and the Walloon region, the city of Liege developed a project highlighting the residential character of the Guillemins district in order to attract a new, younger population back to the city. This main objective was to be attained through four different aims:

- Improved access to the public spaces.
- New residential housing.
- Increased mobility, comfort and road safety.
- Development of the commercial sector, especially of office space and in the hotels / restaurants / cafes sector.

KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES
Calatrava conceived the new station (inaugurated in 2009) as a link between two distinct areas of the city of Liège, which previously had been separated by the railway tracks. On the north side of the site is a rundown urban area. On the south side, on the slopes of the Cointe Hill, is a less densely developed and landscaped residential area. The
building has no facade in the traditional sense, since the interaction between interior and exterior is seamless. The monumental roof becomes, in effect, the project’s facade.

In the coming years a new Guillemins district equipped with a wide variety of functions will emerge: 500 homes, 100,000 m² of offices and 10,000 m² of hotels, restaurants and cafés. A pedestrian promenade will link the station to the Meuse river – the banks of the river will be covered. A bridge will connect to the Boverie Park where the Conference Centre and the Contemporary Art Museum are situated. There is also a planned link with the Media City, the largest shopping and entertainment centre in Wallonia. In terms of mobility the Hub has many strong points: it is connected to a motorway, it is near Liège Airport (less than 15 minutes by car or shuttle bus), and in the future it will have a passing tramway whose route is still being studied.

**RESULTS & IMPACT**

The impact of the new station on city dynamics is still in the evaluation stage, however, there are already visible results, such as:

- An increased number of tourists visiting the city;
- A substantial reduction of crime and prostitution in the area surrounding the station;
- Actions resulting in the preservation and renovation of houses and apartments;
- The renewal of public space: more space for pedestrians, more green areas, and more parking for residents;
- Increased demand in Guillemins Street retail area and diversified economy, such as manufacturing industries, biotechnology, logistics, etc.
- Increased quality of life for the inhabitants, especially in the Guillemins district.

**LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS**

- The renewal provided a diversified economy;
- Public participation from the beginning of the project was fundamental to the success;
- Development takes place in an existing residential area – it could have been an obstacle but residents were involved from the first steps of the project;
- Design – to bring one of the most famous designers to the project gave a special identity to the Hub (tourism attraction);
- Sustainable environment – focus on areas for pedestrians and cyclists, reduction of vehicle circulation and improvement of Public Transport.

**WEBSITES**

1.3.

A CENTRAL PLACE IN THE CITY
BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTIVITY

The revitalisation of Gdynia Główna Hub area is a complicated task regarding urban planning, because the interests of different stakeholders need to be merged and met. These interests are related to the size of PT operators, the variety of users, the complicated structure of the transport system (partly still non-existent – Nowa Węgłowa Street). In addition, reconstruction of the infrastructure is necessary.

The main axes of traffic in the Hub area are the following streets: Nowa Węgłowa St. (plan in development), Janka Wiśniewskiego, Constitution Square, Jana z Kolna, Wójta Radtkego, Starowiejska, Dworcowa. The existing infrastructure consists of a non-standard marked roundabout and ordinary intersections without priority markings. At present, bus stops are spread out on streets surrounding Constitution Square. Their location is not easy to find for tourists.

Gdynia Główna Station has an optimal location in view of orientation and accessibility for passengers to all important points. For travellers visiting Gdynia, the station is a gateway through which they enter the city.

One extra element attracting mostly inhabitants as well as tourists will be a large shopping mall, planned between Nowa Węgłowa and Jana z Kolna streets. Adding this new function will raise attractiveness of this area.

OBJECTIVES

The intention of the City of Gdynia is to create a friendly Hub area. It should be available, accessible and safe for passengers, citizens, and tourists. We want to organize bus and trolley stops at one point, accessible for travellers directly outside the station.
Our desire is to create an attractive public space with a clear geometry of connections, which will give a sense of place and a new identity to the City Centre – Śródmieście.

KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES
The geometry of the road structure was subjected to 3 different modification options in order to work out the optimal solution. Controlled channelized intersections, shared space, roundabouts and intersections with a central island were considered. A traffic analysis was very useful in understanding these options and to gain support for the final urban plan concept. Providing the shortest possible distance between transfer points is a very important element of an efficient and well-functioning Hub, which can help, among other things, to synchronize transportation modes.

Consultation on the options was carried out with main stakeholders in this area, especially with the Public Transport Authority.

Our next step is detailed research about pedestrian movements in the Hub. We have to know the number of pedestrians at different times of day, their destination and reasons for going there.

We supplemented our research through surveys among users of Gdynia Glowna Hub. We asked them about their vision, needs and views about services and functionality.

RESULTS & IMPACT
Based on research a spatial development plan for the Gdynia Glowna Hub area will be developed. The results of research will be used to gain political support for, and citizens’ acceptance of, new solutions which reduce traffic in the Hub area. Our plan will be subject to further iterations following discussions with different institutions and organizations on the basis of their individual needs.

LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS
• Importance of cooperation between many different organizations and institutions,
• Researches, surveys are very important in creating public spaces,
• Aims of change, revitalisation should be constructed in clear way and include target groups.

REFERENCES, SOURCES, BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Traffic analysis with traffic volume measurements on the Hub area, together with prognosis for 2016 and 2025 (crossings: Plac Konstytucji - Janka Wisniewskiego Street - Wojta Radtkego Street as well as Dworcowa Street - Starowiejska Street), Foundation of Civil Engineering, Gdynia, December 2013

WEBSITE, CONTACTS
• Alicja Pawlowska, Project Coordinator of ENTER.HUB in Gdynia, a.pawlowska@zdiz.gdynia.pl
• Dorota Wawrzonek, ULSG Coordinator, d.wawrzonek@zdiz.gdynia.pl
• www.mobilnagdynia.pl
BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTIVITY
Because new urban extensions on the west side (Leidsche Rijn housing site) and on the east side (De Uithof campus with university, working and living areas) significantly increased the scale of the city of Utrecht, the centre needed to be enlarged. Between them, the railway station acted as a barrier and divided the city into two separate sections with specific land uses. On the east side of the railway were mostly residential developments, cultural and religious facilities, and commercial uses whereas the west side of the railway was predominantly occupied by office buildings. Moreover accesses to the station itself were impeded by a shopping centre integrated into the railway building on the east side and a bus terminal and parking spaces on the west side.

OBJECTIVES
The project’s main aim was to connect all parts of the city together to form one spacious centre. The railway station...
A CENTRAL PLACE IN THE CITY

Utrecht

REFERENCES, SOURCES, BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Utrecht CU2030

WEBSITE, CONTACTS
• http://www.cu2030.nl

would not act as an obstacle but rather as a catalyst for the integration of both sides with the historic inner city. The Central Station would be more than a Hub of transportation and a major mode mixer, but a Hub of urban life as well “bridging” the divided parts of the city rather than being a barrier as it is now.

KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES
Two main axes were defined in the masterplan: the ‘Centre Boulevard’ and the ‘City Corridor’. The ‘Centre Boulevard’ will be the new the south-west/north-east axis. The railway station will be a stand alone building, unlike the current design were one side goes directly into the shopping centre. Two elevated squares on each side of the station will welcome travellers to Utrecht and vice versa to the station. Underneath, two large bike sheds will be built to relieve the surrounding streets. On the City Corridor there will be improved routes for cyclists and pedestrians between the centre and the western parts of the city. Indeed, the construction of a tunnel under the railway yard and a new water connection has been found to be an answer for traffic congestion around the station. The Rabobridge will be an additional crossing over the railway tracks just south of Utrecht Central, whereas the renovated canal will have a new cluster of bridges with new designs allowing a clear separation of the different types of traffic. For public transport, a new tramline will be built to link the university campus and the number of high frequency bus lanes to and from Utrecht central will be expanded, especially from the west side of the station.

RESULTS & IMPACT
This spatial reconfiguration will result in the enhancement of physical paths and gateways, using the station both as a corridor between both side and as a centrally focussed public realm in the form of urban patios. But it will also allow the development of better public transport networks, using the station as a communication node within the city and a point for seamless connections between trains, buses and trams.

LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS
As the overall long-term project is running until 2030, major disturbance could result in a worse situation than present. That is why temporary spatial and infrastructure assignments had been anticipated to avoid this and maintaining traffic flow management (e.g.: a temporary terminus for the tramline was opened in 2013 for seven years use while the future one is being built elsewhere).
RUMIA
RUMIA RAILWAY "CULTURAL STATION"

RUMIA, POLAND
BEGINNING OF THE PROJECT: 2013
IMPLEMENTATION: AUGUST 2014
COST: ~1.13 MLN EUR

BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTIVITY
The City of Rumia is situated in northern Poland and is a neighbour of the Tri-City Agglomeration (Gdansk – Sopot – Gdynia). It has 44,000 inhabitants, the vast majority of whom are commuters by train or bus to work, universities and the cultural centres in the Tri-City. It is no wonder that the place where residents of Rumia begin and end each day is the local railway station. Unfortunately, the railway station was very decrepit and required urgent renovation and revitalization for the main building, subways, platforms and shelters which didn’t meet any standards in their assigned functions. Further maintenance of the status quo threatens, inevitably, the total loss of existing assets. Finally, in 2012 after many years of effort, the Polish State Railways (PKP SA) decided that the railway station in Rumia will be one of about 50 which will be renovated in the immediate near future.

OBJECTIVES
The main objective is to create a friendly place for passengers and inhabitants. Rumia and the Polish State Railways decided to provide a cultural destination in the station. A significant part of the ground floor will therefore be taken up with a library.

RESULTS & IMPACT
The project for the renovation of Rumia railway station is called "Culture Station". Within the revitalization a public library will be open. The space of library will be universal and individualized. An interior design proposes fragmentation of the different forms of seats which allow for combining traditional library functions (rental, reading, browsing, access to digital) with an interesting free time opportunity. Depending on needs, there is the possibility of re-arranging the space, e.g. for exhibitions. A media centre is also

"Culture Station" in Rumia
Railway Station

"Culture Station" in Rumia
Railway Station

"Culture Station" in Rumia
Railway Station

Source: Free Point Studio – Interior design
planned with high standard projection equipment, which enriches the cultural events. Rooms in this building are also intended for a department of the city community centre with a rich offer of events for the inhabitants of Rumia. There is a plan to open sculpture and photo studios and a music rehearsal room. A conference room and offices for NGOs in the city will be prepared.

LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS

- Railway station buildings should be open for inhabitants, not only for passengers.
- In small- and middle-sized city, railway station buildings can be great places for culture aspects. Usually citizens start and end days here (because of their journey to school, work, etc. in bigger cities).

REFERENCES, SOURCES, BIBLIOGRAPHY

- "Conceptual design of library interior at the Rumia railway station", J. Sikora, Sikora Wnetrza

WEBSITE, CONTACTS

- City Hall of Rumia, ul. Sobieskiego 7, 84-230 Rumia, urzad@um.rumia.pl
- PKP S.A. Oddzial Gospodarowania Nieruchomosciami w Gdansku, ul. Dyrekcyjna 2/4, 80-958 Gdansk, ngd.sekretariat@pkp.pl
1.4.

A TURBINE PRODUCING SERVICES
Oise River cannot be seen from the station and a nearby car park does not promote the link between the district, the users and the Oise river.

The goals of the master plan are:
• Take the opportunity (through the arrival of Picardy-Roissy link) to develop and modernize the agglomeration,
• Take the opportunity to transform, redefine and intensify the station district.

BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTIVITY
“Gare Cœur d’agglo” is the result of an agreement by 8 partners: SMTCO, General Council of Oise, Picardy Regional Council, RFF, SNCF, Creil Agglomeration, the cities of Nogent Sur Oise and Creil who signed a protocol in December 2009.

This protocol allowed the creation of three working groups:
• A Railway group, working on the railway land and railway long-term strategy,
• An Intermodality group working on the design of a multimodal node,
• An urban group working on the master plan

OBJECTIVES
The area today is sparsely populated? (MM not sure what this means – does it mean there is a small population or that there are not many job opportunities, or both), has a low skilled working population and there are few shops selling low range goods. Users and people are just passing through the neighborhood where the station is located. The
• Take the opportunities for a sustainable development project and preservation of heritage,
• Take the opportunity to change the area’s image,
• Make the station open to Nogent sur Oise, the heart of a large scale urban project that:
  - Is an intermodal node
  - Creates an attractive area with economic vitality
  - Is a tool to promote the area
• To bring about complementarity between downtown Creil and the different districts (including commercial).

KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES
The master plan allows:
• Linkages from existing clusters to the station and also between them,
• Creation of new poles:
  - Around the station with services and shops.
  - Around the future cultural facility in connection with the marina project,
  - Around the “Pont Roya”, a rail Hub could consolidate operations currently spread in the neighborhood.
Public spaces and greenways will link and facilitate these different poles. Places will have soft modes of landscapes/urban form. In order to transfer a maximum of land, relocation activities inconsistent with a town centre will be discouraged in areas devoted to economic development or where there is intense development. Routes to development in this area in line with the Regional Council of Picardy are currently being considered covering: rail, tourism, environmental… Private vehicles are restricted to the loop that encircles the area allowing the area inside the loop to be less busy with limited circulation. A review on the implementation of parking and on optimizing stations around the Creil station is also under consideration as well as a study on traffic flow and parking in the heart of town.

RESULTS & IMPACT
A thematic working group deals with the public spaces and has carried out a complete diagnosis of the spaces and greenways. It will now identify major development or thematize public spaces. Consideration of a charter is also underway. In the Local Support Group, a review of human capital has two tracks:
• The establishment near the station of coworking space, FabLab …
• The use and development of skills not validated by a diploma in an area of culture (language, restaurant, crafts…),
• The implementation of Commented route (via a QR code) to boost the soft landscapes and enhance the heritage.

LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS
The principles and objectives are clear. However tasks remaining include implementation and thus financing and attracting investors
Cross and articulate themes and different issues
• Quality and “practicality” of public spaces: these spaces must be nice (walk), but also that people can take every day (fast).
• Create traffic flows for shops retail and entertainment and do not concentrate everything in one place.

REFERENCES, SOURCES, BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Master Plan of “Gare, cœur d’agglo”

WEBSITE, CONTACTS
• c.leblond@agglocreilloise.fr

© ANMA

(below far left) A lively and attractive district.
(below) Bird eye view of the Creil Agglomeration
(below far left) Cross and articulate themes and different issues
BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTIVITY

The Mediopadano HS station in Reggio Emilia is both Hub and Art work (a gallery 500 m long), in addition to the other works conceived by Calatrava (the 3 bridges and the future tollbooth cover): the architectural homogeneity of this portion of city gives the Northern entrance of Reggio Emilia its aesthetical and contemporary identity.

The Mediopadano node has therefore the capacity to be an infrastructural node but also a social, cultural and artistic node, a crossroads of people and activities which should be enhanced and characterized.

The proposal developed by the Administration aims at using the whole node (HS station and freeway service area) as a cultural node for the benefit of travellers, citizens, and all users, on the basis of European successful examples, applicable to this context.

The pause for users coming by HSL or freeway would not be an end in itself anymore but an opportunity to obtain knowledge, through a strategy of “marketing of places” where all win, the city, the tourists-travellers, the node, the infrastructures and the cultural bodies (e.g. museums, theatres, etc) involved.

Thanks to these activities the node HS station – freeway service area could become the real “destination” of a trip (i.e. the reason why people take a journey).

OBJECTIVES

New travellers, therefore, but also new visitors would meet together in the station and it would be more populated, more used and a safe place; the retail spaces would become more attractive especially for high quality activities (e.g. slow food, specialized shops and activities which often accompany and support cultural activities, having the same users).

Different hypotheses do not exclude a rich and diversified cultural product, which could be allocated different points both inside and outside the station, and in connection with the freeway service area, in order to exploit the existing tourism potential and to catch new visitors.
KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES
The idea is to exploit spaces inside and outside the station for hosting expositions/art events, with a special emphasis on local needs and potentials and with the aim of enhancing them.

This valorisation should be achieved through the creation of exhibition areas, educational and communication spaces, both under the station viaduct and on the station platforms, and also in the station surroundings. These functions should be accompanied by high quality retail services, and leisure activities.

The idea is to offer a wide range of local products in shops, restaurants etc in the node, providing at the same time the possibility of discovering how and where these products have been produced via a short walk in the surroundings. For this purpose, the philosophies of Slow Food and/or Eataly would be the most appropriate to be put in practice, taking into account local excellence in terms of food and wine production. All spaces and activities should be conceived with special attention to their accessibility and attractiveness for all, and especially for children. This also because Reggio Emilia is known all over the world for its strong and consolidated activities and knowledge linked to education, especially for young children: the Northern Area should also take advantage of this by offering something which is quite unusual, in Italy in particular: mobility services (both the station and the service area) at a children's scale.

EXPECTED RESULTS & IMPACT
The intention would be to increase the high architectural and artistic value of the station (“container” and “contents” of quality, with a special vocation to culture and art). In consequence, spaces not specifically used for cultural activities would become more attractive for other functions, commercial for instance, and to any possible sponsors: indirect economic benefits for an urban development and increased dynamism in the tourism sector would be achieved by developing a common attractive cultural theme.

LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS
Special care should be taken in: increasing opportunities (temporary exhibitions, diversified offer); improving visibility of the offer and communicating actions for attracting local and foreign users; linking these activities (and the content of the exhibitions) with the territory and its specific characteristics; creating a “cultural tissue” as additional information for visitors; weighing up costs of implementation and functionality, without burdening the community.

REFERENCES, SOURCES, BIBLIOGRAPHY
- Viaducts Tancarville Millau: infrastructural works pushing to a transfer, Models of technologies through contemporary art
- The Centre Pompidou-Metz; the Louvre-Lens: HST stations in connection with a second seat of a famous museum
- Cité de l’Océan, Biarritz; Metropol Parasol, Seville: urban interventions boosting the economic development & city attraction
- Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam; Gare de l’Est, Paris; Hauptbanhohf, Zurich; Hamburgerbahnhof, Berlin: Hubs and art together
- Auvers sur Oise: a small village exploiting a cultural theme for enhancing the local attractiveness

WEBSITE, CONTACTS
2. GOVERNANCE AND PARTICIPATION

2.1. ADAPTING EXISTING GOVERNANCE PROCESS

2.2. KEY PARTNERS AND STAKEHOLDERS

2.3. PARTICIPATION OF CITIZENS
2.1. ADAPTING EXISTING GOVERNANCE PROCESS
BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTIVITY

In recent years the Municipality of Reggio Emilia set up some round tables in order to investigate the potential of the Mediopadano Hub and more specifically the northern district (where the Hub is located). These round tables, involved a number of different actors including various services belonging to the Municipality, and local stakeholders – in particular those affected by the renovation stimulus generated by new HS station: in particular, mechatronics, education, innovation together with the relevant administrations and offices at the different territorial scales have been actively involved.
OBJECTIVES
As the Mediopadano Hub has been conceived not only for the city of Reggio Emilia, but for the wider catchment area of neighbouring provinces, the Municipality considered it essential and strategic to adopt a multi-disciplinary, multi-jack and multi-level approach.

Such a framework provided the opportunity to discuss problematic issues and challenges, and to try to find shared solutions, both in terms of overall strategies and actual projects.

KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES
Now, the ULSG established as a result of ENTER.HUB, has two main purposes: (1) to broaden these roundtables to reach a wider and more diversified group of stakeholders and (2) to create a smaller group (the “core group”), mainly composed of practitioners working on different disciplines (planning, architecture, engineering, economy, etc). This core group is charged with the task of putting into practice, in a concrete and feasible project, the expectations raised from the wider ULSG.

The workshop in Creil provided new inputs to strengthen the Reggio Emilia governance model as it has been conceived so far.

RESULTS & IMPACT
The main ideas raised have been represented in the attached scheme. The scheme represents the potential to adapt the existing governance scheme. To make the model more effective the idea developed has been to create links between the significant external groups (A, B, C, etc) and the ULSG by using representatives as “contact points” who are responsible for bringing the contributions from the wider stakeholder group (e.g. Group A) to the ULSG. These schemes also allow for the possibility of merging some of these “external” groups, or excluding certain ones because their contribution is not useful at a particular stage in the process or in respect of a specific action topic …

At the same time, the exchange and learning process at a European level is considered to be a key contribution to the definition of such a model and its effectiveness.

LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS
This kind of governance model demonstrates its effectiveness if read through a centripetal point of view (all needs/worries/ideas are conveyed towards one – or more – common objectives and relevant solutions, to be developed by the core group) but also, once the ideas have become decisions and projects, via a centrifugal point of view (decisions and projects raised through this transversal work provide answers/solutions to the individual actors needs and expectations). In addition, the adaptation to the local needs with regard to the needs at a wider scale (from local to European) is the core result of such a model and approach.
BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTIVITY
The progressive trends of suburbanization as well as decreasing number of inhabitants in the city centre resulted in negative changes in the city centre’s urban structures, especially its main streets, squares and alleys. The orthogonal city centre’s route scheme, basically unchanged since the 19th century, together with a small number of spacious city squares being a consequence of rapid industrial development additionally impede the location of attractive public spaces in Łódź. As a result the historical arrangement of the city’s squares does not fulfill its needs in the 21st century.

ŁÓDŹ
ŁÓDŹ PUBLIC CONSULTATION
“ATTRACTIVE CITY SPACES”
ŁÓDŹ, POLAND
BEGINNING OF THE PROJECT: 2013
IMPLEMENTATION: IN PROGRESS
COST: CA 670 EUR

OBJECTIVES
The programme arose out of dedication to the city’s inhabitants with the aim of defining what the functions of the existing and most frequently attended city spaces were as well as to support and coordinate various efforts of the municipality aimed at public spaces improvement.

KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES
The city’s public spaces were divided in six areas for which then needed to be defined further:
1. the analysis of the input required for local development plans
2. the location’s diagnosis
3. type of events (participation of citizens)
4. temporary space arrangement
5. small actions the improvement of the location’s functionality and aesthetics
6. ways of modernization, reconstruction, space reorganization (final stage)
RESULTS & IMPACT
& LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS

The program proposed 4 thematic areas divided into particular geographical locations (16 in total) to form a municipal improvement programme which would be completed chronologically using the steps above.

Active participation of the citizens in the consultations (within them: a walk to see the area and workshop session) enabled to define the most desired functions for each location providing valuable input for the programme.

REFERENCES, SOURCES, BIBLIOGRAPHY

- Attractive City Spaces - program description
- Łódź City Council, City’s Architect’s Department

WEBSITE, CONTACTS

- http://bip.uml.lodz.pl/index.php?str=8534&PHPSESSID=4552234d25e050523e8256e51af49c0c
2.2. KEY PARTNERS AND STAKEHOLDERS
BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTIVITY
“Gare, cœur d’agglo” aims to develop a core for Creil agglomeration and the living area around the station. There are also several plans related to mobilities, some of which are completed (e.g. the plan for soft modes of transports), others are planned (e.g. the urban mobility plan) but have yet to take place. In addition Creil also has to take into account the projects being backed by the municipalities, especially the marina project close to the station. The Local Support Group started with the local partners involved in the “Gare, cœur d’agglo” project, after which the group was extended, to involve a greater range of local stakeholders: universities, neighbouring municipality communities, civil society, employment professionals.

OBJECTIVES
The first meetings, in phase I, aimed to:
• define the interest of Creil Agglo, as a project partner, regarding ENTER.HUB themes;
• define the Local Support group courses of action.
In this frame, the LSG focused on two issues: intermodality and economic development measures.

The main issues for the Local support Group, then, were:
• To achieve complementarity between the Local Action Plan and the other projects, mainly the “Gare, Coeur d’agglo” project.
• To find the right scale and right position to avoid duplication.
Since the difference between the projects was not always clear, using new working tools helped Creil to define its goals.

CREIL PARTNERSHIP CO-PRODUCING CREIL AGGLOMERATION’S PROJECT
CREIL AGGLOMERATION, FRANCE
BEGINNING OF THE PROJECT: MAY 2013
IMPLEMENTATION: NOT BEGUN BUT THE PRE-IMPLEMENTATION BEGIN IN 2015
COST: NOT YET EVALUATED
KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES

Two different themes were agreed on:

- Intermodality: Developing alternatives to the use of private car, at the scale of Creil “railway star”.
- Human Capital: since the stimulation of the territorial economy goes through the inhabitants and their potential.

The Local Support Group split into two groups using the problem tree and solution tree (learnt from the URBACT Summer University in Dublin in August 2013), to suggest solutions and to shape the LAP outline.

RESULTS & IMPACT

The Local Support Group will present the LAP to the “Gare, Coeur d’Agglo” workshop, to have the actions taken into account in the global project. Participation is a main concern for the Local Support Group: the inhabitants must be the heart of the system. A first achievement for the participation process has been to establish a specific place, located in the station complex, which will be dedicated to meetings, exhibitions and working sessions.

LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS

The ULSG is a space for debate. All people can contribute even if they are not experts. The core members developed confidence, links, support between them… and new people adopted the methodology very quickly which resulted in people continuing to come to ULSG meetings and contribute.

REFERENCES, SOURCES, BIBLIOGRAPHY

- Meetings and exchanges of the ULSG

WEBSITE, CONTACTS

- c.leblond@agglocreiloise.fr
BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTIVITY

After the development of the concept to revitalize EC-1 complex and to dedicate it to cultural purposes by the City of Łódź, the idea to create a coherent urban design for the surrounding area was born. This initial project was compatible with the implementation of the idea to expand the city in the “inside direction and also coincided with the plans of PKP SA (Polish Railway Company) to rebuild the Łódź Fabryczna railway station, to construct the high speed railway line through Łódź and to build diametral railway tunnel connecting two largest stations in Łódź, thereby opening the field for cooperation between the City and national railway companies.”

OBJECTIVES

Due to the common objectives, the parties have developed the concept of reconstructing the railway station connected with a multi-modal transport Hub in order to ensure the best possible development for the city and to allow for the development of the former railway plots for new functions. The core aspect of the project was to create a modern city zone enhancing social activities and economical growth supported by well-organized public and individual transport systems.
KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES
In 2007 the parties signed an agreement to establish the partnership in order to regulate the legal status of the Łódź Fabryczna railway station area and to implement the New Centre of Łódź project.

The genesis of cooperation stems from the coming together of these initiatives, and the outstanding correctness of mutual relations is the result of a strong commitment of both parties, their sincere intentions and convergence of vital objectives which had to be pursued simultaneously.

RESULTS & IMPACT
AND LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS
Cooperation between City Authorities and PKP SA during preparation of the coordination concept was mandatory to achieve and maintain consistent functional and spatial conditions and guarantee attractive investment offers inside the railway station zone and its surroundings.

REFERENCES, SOURCES, BIBLIOGRAPHY
- Łódź City Office and the Board of the New Centre of Łódź materials
- ENTER.HUB presentation for Orebro workshops
- ENTER.HUB working papers and documentation

WEBSITE, CONTACTS
- www.ncl.uml.lodz.pl

(above)
The diametral tunnel will join Łódź Fabryczna Station with Łódź Kaliska Station. It is to be the key element of Łódź Agglomeration Railway.

(far left)
The new Łódź Fabryczna railway station will consist of three levels, two of which will be hidden underground. The underground station opens the possibility for lengthening the rail connection in the projected tunnels, one for Łódź Agglomeration Rail system and the other for the High Speed Rail track.

(left)
The Polish railway company and the Board of the New Centre of Łódź, partners in the project.
BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTIVITY

In Victorian times, King’s Cross was an industrial heartland. But by the late 20th Century, the area known as the railway lands had become an under-used site. The 1996 decision to move the Channel Tunnel Rail Link from Waterloo to St Pancras became the catalyst for change. The landowners - London & Continental Railways Limited and Excel (now DHL) decided to develop the land. As early as 2000 a masterplan for the development was prepared but the real start of the project was 2008 when Argent (UK property developer) and the landowners formed a joint partnership: Kings Cross Central Limited Partnership to ensure delivery of the project. Since then, the partnership has invested over £300m.

OBJECTIVES

The main goal of the project is to build on the strengths of the area, enhancing its role as the most connected transport Hub in Europe and its rich industrial heritage to create a new piece of city within London. A special commitment to sustainable values has been taken, taking into account the scale and the nature of the project. The challenge for King’s Cross is indeed to deliver a lasting place for people and a community with a long-term future that supports...
changing patterns of social and economic behaviour. The developers want to deliver that vision in working in partnership with a wide range of stakeholders (investors, consultants, local authorities, interest groups, schools, businesses and residents etc.) in order to learn how to make smarter choices. As a result, various sustainable development initiatives have been taken, from the regeneration of several sectors to environmental management.

KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES
After a decade, the first phase of the project has been opened to the public, including the University of the Arts London, Granary Square, King’s Bridge and King’s Boulevard. The partnership is now providing the area with a more ambitious second phase due to be completed by 2016.

Across the site projects are underway such as 50 new buildings including 2000 new homes and 5 new office buildings, as well as 500,000 sq ft of retail and the refurbishment of the Great Northern Hotel. By 2016 most of the 67 acres will be developed of which almost 40% will be dedicated to open spaces.

RESULTS & IMPACT
King’s Cross is meant to be a mixed use development. Offices, homes, shops, hotels, leisure and community facilities, music venues, galleries, bars and restaurants all have a place in this area. As a result, expectations are that 45,000 people would live, work and study in the area by 2020.

REFERENCES, SOURCES, BIBLIOGRAPHY
- King’s Cross Central limited Partnership

WEBSITE, CONTACTS
- http://www.kingscross.co.uk
- http://uli.org/case-study/uli-case-study-kings-cross-london-united-kingdom/

LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS
With the magnitude of King’s Cross project, ensuring coherence of the whole development is not an easy task, but it can be regarded so far as a model of constructive conservation, delivering a delicate balance between the old and the new and taking into account the lessons learnt from the first phase. The key to success for the first developments certainly was the early involvement of all stakeholders bringing an unusual level of continuity and commitment. The main challenge now is to keep this approach in the final stage of delivery but also after so the sustainability values are taking shape. In this regard, a management team of the open spaces has already been set up to establish a relationship with the people who live, own property and run businesses there.
PARTICIPATION OF CITIZENS
ULM

STRUCTURE OF PARTICIPATION
FOR ULM CITY STATION

ULM, CITY STATION, GERMANY
BEGINNING OF THE PROJECT: 2006
IMPLEMENTATION: 2009 (PARTICIPATION PROCESS)
COST: 530,000 EURO UNTIL NOW (PARTICIPATION PROCESS)

BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTIVITY
Ulm will get nearer to the most important economical centres in the southern part of Germany, when the new ICE track between Stuttgart and Ulm will be completed. In 2021 the new track will reach the Ulm station from the north. But even today Ulm Main Station is not adequate concerning its functions, its urban and architectural quality. Therefore the station has to be redesigned as a centre for transport and services.

The urban appearance, which is nowadays insufficient, shall be improved completely. The station will be resigned according to its relevance as a central transport Hub of the region. The station and its surroundings have great potentials for the urban planning. Therefore the task is not only to build a new station, but also to redesign parts of the inner city. It is not only the different functions of the station as a transport Hub, that have to be redesigned, but also the station building itself is supposed to be a landmark for a new urban centre with a high standard concerning the use, architecture and public space. One task is to redesign the urban space. The other is to simplify the transport functions around the station. The situation of bikers and pedestrians shall be improved. It is mainly the area in front of the station that shall be enhanced. The process of the redesign of the City/Station is combined with participation of citizens.

OBJECTIVES
Planning and building of a new railway station and of the surrounding areas, all ready until 2025.

KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES
The participation process takes part in the scheme shown at the top of the page.

In the following all the relevant stakeholders, who took part in the participation process are listed. The discussion took place in 6 groups (top of page 57).

After each roundtable discussion in a forum, elected members of each forum will discuss their results. These results will then be send to the Ulm city council, that will decide on further planning.
RESULTS & IMPACT
These were the results for the first step of the planning process in 2012. The wishes of the 6 main groups of stakeholders can be seen here (right):

LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Challenge: To get in touch with all necessary stakeholders in a planning process.
For example, young people or migrants are difficult to reach and normally do not take part in planning processes. Ulm had the hope that an Internet Forum would reach them. The problem was: in the Ulm Internet Forum there were no migrants and the main group were male and between 40 and 60 years old. Young people were only a minority. Other measures are needed.

2. Challenge: To have the participation at the right time
To have the participation process early is nearly always the best. This means before the participation that is prescribed by German planning law. The City station planning process in Ulm was very early.
There are few big planning processes that take too much time (many years). They are very difficult for participation. Stakeholders don’t participate for years.
It is important when the planning process is long that the participation process has to be steady and without breaks. You need a lot of resources for this.

3. Challenge: To say what is possible and what not:
The challenge is to say what is possible and where the limits of the participation process are.
It is the city council who decides in the end – not the stakeholders. Transparency is the answer!

4. Challenge: Real concrete results of the discussions with the stakeholders is needed.
On the stakeholders round tables you need real common results then. Those results have to go to the city council who will decide then.
Use professional help when the planning process is difficult and/or important.

REFERENCES, SOURCES, BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Link zu Bildern des Bahnhofareals:
  http://www.citybahnhof.ulm.de/map/index.html

WEBSITE, CONTACTS
• www.citybahnhof.ulm.de / citybahnhof@ulm.de
PRESTON
PRESTON’S FISHERGATE CENTRAL,
PLANNING FOR REAL

PRESTON CITY CENTRE, ENGLAND
BEGINNING OF THE PROJECT: JAN – MAY 2013 (DESIGN OF SCHEME)
IMPLEMENTATION: SEPT 2013 – OCT 2014 (CONTRACTOR ON SITE)
COST: CA £3.4M (ANTICIPATED COST, FINAL COSTS NOT YET FINALISED)

BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTIVITY
Fishergate is the main shopping street in Preston and links the rail station, which is a national regional and local Hub with the bus station, which provides regional and local services. The street is therefore important in facilitating the use of public transport and sustainable forms of development. The street is being improved as part of a major plan for improvement, growth and investment within the City Centre with support from the European Regional Development Fund. Consultation on planning is the UK is ‘front loaded’ meaning that it takes place early in the plan process and gives individuals and businesses an opportunity to influence development through methods such as ‘appreciative inquiry’ rather than react to schemes that have already been drawn up. Consultation through a ‘Your city, your say’ exercise has been applied to how Fishergate is developed.

OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the project are to provide an enhanced public realm whilst protecting the heritage and key historic assets of the City Centre. This is based on a vision for public realm across the city and is supported by 90% of respondents in early stage consultation who see Fishergate as an area where public realm improvement should be focused. The outcome will be a shared space where pedestrians and vehicles have equal priority without any signals, markings or traffic signs to create a more open space for all to share.
KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES

‘Your City Your Say’ events held in the City Centre in January 2012 led to a number of comments about the improvement of Fishergate and the Rail Station. These were:

- Requests to pedestrianize Fishergate and restrict traffic flows
- Improved traffic movements within the City Centre and improved bus links, particularly between the rail station and bus station
- Improve accessibility of the train station, especially platforms accessed by steps
- Improve the ‘drop-off’ and ‘pick-up’ areas for the train station
- Improve the environment surrounding the train station which operates as a major gateway to the City Centre

Some of these are being implemented e.g. improvements on Fishergate, others are now being looked at in the context of improvements around the rail station at the southern end of Fishergate.

RESULTS & IMPACT

Improved public realm and a more attractive investment offer in the City Centre.

LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS

The process of engaging local communities early in the development process ensures ‘buy-in’ and consequently less opposition to change. It is important, though, that there is a clear delivery plan in place so that public confidence in the whole consultation process is maintained. It is necessary to ensure that public aspirations are realistic with ‘front-loaded’ consultation.

REFERENCES, SOURCES, BIBLIOGRAPHY

- Preston City Centre Investment Strategy
- Preston City Centre Area Action Plan

WEBSITE, CONTACTS

ŁÓDŹ
STITCHING THE CITY

ŁÓDŹ, POLAND
BEGINNING OF THE PROJECT: SEPTEMBER 2011
THEMATIC WORKSHOPS ORGANIZED BY ŁÓDŹ CITY COUNCIL
REPRESENTED BY THE CITY’S URBAN PLANNING UNIT (MPU)
AND THE SOCIETY OF POLISH TOWN PLANNERS (TUP)
IMPLEMENTATION: DECEMBER 2011
COST: N/A

BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTIVITY
The analysed area covered a quarter of four main streets in the very centre of Łódź: Piotrkowska Street, Narutowicza Street, Kilińskiego Street and Tuwima Street forming a district that links the city’s historical part demarcated by its axis of Piotrkowska Street with the city’s new district under heavy reconstruction (the New Centre of Łódź).
OBJECTIVES
The aim of the workshop was to discuss the urban policy and development plan concept for the city centre bordering with the Łódź Fabryczna railway station and the so-called New Centre of Łódź, a district covered by vast revitalisation project. The idea of the workshop was to literally "stitch" the new urban organism with the existing one, forming two integral parts.

KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES
The workshops was targeted mainly at the representatives of professions connected with the theme, such as architects, town planners, sociologists, economists, geographers, landscape designers, infrastructure engineers, etc. with the intention of gaining feedback from multidisciplinary environments that could provide a wide range of experiences in very different fields. The outcomes gained from the workshops were supposed to be a base for further studies on the development strategy for the area being in line with modern urban ideas and proposing realistic spatial solutions.

The workshops were divided into three main steps (phases):
1) the consultation phase:
   - presentation and sightseeing of a workshop area
   - discussion phase and creation of fundamental guidelines
2) the project phase
3) the sum-up phase

The workshops consisted of eight project teams, five persons in each. After a two-day presentation and discussion phase each project team had about a month to prepare their concepts and presentation for the sum-up phase during which the results were announced. Each presentation had to fulfill the guidelines prepared earlier by organizational team consisting of various branch experts.

RESULTS & IMPACT
The most valuable awarded solutions are being used to formulate guidelines to local development plan.

LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS
The workshop attracted a great deal of interest from the local community and proved that such events can be of great importance in terms of collecting original concepts and ideas to be implemented as practical solutions in the town planning process.

The results of the workshop showed plenty of practical solutions that were coherent in different projects. This led to the defining of numerous optimal solutions in the analyzed area, like for example:
1) Changing the route of Traugutta Street with reference to its historical form
   - a straightened avenue with no existing curve, being a continuation of the main urban axis of the New City Centre of Łódź;
2) Reversing the “GATE TO THE CITY” towards Piotrkowska Street; the gate's futuristic building will stitch the two city parts.

REFERENCES, SOURCES, BIBLIOGRAPHY
- The workshop's regulation document
- Project guidelines for the workshop

WEBSITE, CONTACTS
ÖREBRO

ÖREBRO’S PARTICIPATION PROCESS

BACKGROUND
Örebro is a city with around 140,000 citizens in Central Sweden, located right in the middle between Stockholm, Oslo and Gothenburg. The city has two stations, Örebro Central and Örebro Southern Station. The area along the railroad is to be developed as the railroad functions nowadays in certain areas more as a barrier than as a connector.

OBJECTIVES
From 09/2011 until 12/2017 the so called ‘Artery in the sustainable city’ project is ongoing in Örebro. The objectives are to develop the area along the railroad, to minimize the railroad’s effect as a barrier and to increase the quality of the travel centres, especially Örebro Central. Construction will start at the beginning of 2017.

KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES
In order to develop the area in a sustainable way, the citizens have been involved from a very early stage of the project. After a survey answered by specialists in 2011,
interviews with more than 800 citizens were conducted in early 2012, followed by surveys with citizens and travellers using Örebro Central. Thereafter certain decisions with the Swedish Transport Administration had to be sorted out before the involvement of citizens moved on in 2013. Information was spread via orebro.se, newspapers, libraries, bus stops, open meetings, visits to schools, council of the handicapped, council of the elderly and meetings with property owners. Even a video was produced which shows the area. The attached images are screenshots from this video: the inhabitants of Örebro were asked to start thinking themselves about development options along the stretch. In order to get an unbiased brainstorming process started, only hints about how the stretch could be developed were given.

RESULTS & IMPACT
As a result the City of Örebro received plenty of feedback. Most of it came in verbal form, but 130 ideas concerning the development of the area along the railway were proposed in written form. The proposals were of course of different detail and different usability, but overall it was a great success. Even sketches and movies produced by citizens were handed in.

LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS
The involvement of the citizens from a very early stage onward was very fruitful. It gave the opportunity to consider plenty of different ideas and made the citizens feel very involved as well. However, it is a time-consuming process and needs plenty of coordination. It is also difficult for many people to come up with ideas from scratch, if there is no proposal given. Therefore an iterative process is of great importance. However, the early involvement was absolutely worth the effort.
3. ECONOMY

3.1. ADDED VALUE ON REAL ESTATE

3.2. LINKS WITH OTHER CENTRAL AREAS

3.3. TOURISM
3.1.

ADDED VALUE ON REAL ESTATE
BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTIVITY
Preston’s position in relation to other cities and regions is a central one. It lies at the heart of public transport Hubs. Part of the overall economic focus is to attract businesses into the city centre to benefit from the sustainable connections that are available there. Collectively these all give Preston an economic advantage, which the City is seeking to exploit.

OBJECTIVES
Objective 1 is to ensure economic growth in the City Centre and the wider local economy building on the existing economic base of high value jobs and creating agglomerations of industry.

Objective 2 is to promote Preston’s role as a medium sized city providing a counterbalance to the regional centres of Manchester and Liverpool.

Objective 3 is to promote employment restructuring in connection with the sectors identified above and to provide opportunities to retain graduates from UCLAN or attract graduates to employment from other areas.

Objective 4 is the regeneration of older urban areas close to the city centre including areas around the rail station.

KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES
- a. Prepare high level plans – Central Lancashire Core Strategy, Central Lancashire Highways and Transport masterplan
- b. Identify funding opportunities through City Deal and Business Improvement District, Private investment in rail infrastructure
- c. Implementation through preparation of an action plan

RESULTS & IMPACT
This work creates an opportunity to align investment in the City Centre and surroundings with investment in the station
and track infrastructure. In addition Preston has a contract with UK Government (City Deal II) to deliver new jobs and homes over the next ten years that means looking at sustainable transport links and improved connectivity between the City Centre and outskirts as well as to national and regional centres.

LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS
- Actions to achieve goal/objectives
- Major changes between now and 2018
- Investment in rail station to accommodate HS2 trains
- Comparable investment around station to improve first impressions of coming to Preston
- Major growth in jobs and housing – Councils entered into contract with UK Government (City Deal) –20,000 net new jobs, £1bn GVA to local economy, 17,420 new homes, £2.3bn leveraged commercial investment
- Transport Implications
- Need for better levels of sustainable transport
- Improved connectivity to Preston from surrounding areas and from Preston to national/regional centres
- Employment growth
- High value – creative activity, city centre locations

REFERENCES, SOURCES, BIBLIOGRAPHY
- Central Lancashire Core Strategy and Highways and Transport Masterplan

WEBSITE, CONTACTS
- http://www.preston.gov.uk/yourservices/planning/planning-policies/local-development
ÖREBRO

RAILWAYS IN ÖREBRO AS CONNECTORS FOR PEOPLE AND GOODS

REGION OF ÖREBRO, SWEDEN
BEGINNING OF THE PROJECT: NOBEL TRACKS PROJECT, 2014
IMPLEMENTATION: FORESEEN FOR YEAR 2040
COST: N/A

BACKGROUND
The Region of Örebro is located in Central Sweden, right in the middle between Stockholm, Oslo and Gothenburg. The Region of Örebro fulfils the role of a Hub when it comes to passenger flows, but even more so when it comes to transport and the handling of goods. Regional passenger flows have to be handled as well as trains going between Stockholm and Oslo/Gothenburg. When it comes to goods, almost all the transport of goods coming from the base industries in Northern Sweden to destinations in Central Europe pass through the Region of Örebro. The same applies to goods going by train from Stockholm to Oslo/Gothenburg or the other way.

OBJECTIVES
Passenger trains as well as freight trains have their own requirements. The challenge is to enable good preconditions for the transport of goods while not disrupting the passenger train schedule or making an area less attractive for people to live or work in, due to the high level of goods’ movements.
KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES
The main Hub for passenger traffic is based in the city of Örebro. Here the regional passenger flows are aggregated and passenger train connections to Stockholm, Oslo and Gothenburg are offered. Goods flows are mainly through the town of Hallsberg, which is located a bit further to the South. The distance between the city of Örebro and Hallsberg is around 30 km. Hallsberg is the only TEN-T Core Network Terminal in Sweden and from here long distance trains depart to Stockholm, Oslo and Gothenburg as well. However, it does not function as a Hub for regional passenger flows. These are concentrated in the city of Örebro. A key step to ensure a sufficient capacity for both passenger and goods trains in the future would be to build the so called “Nobel-Tracks” from Stockholm to Oslo. Another activity in the city of Örebro is evaluating whether to tear down the currently still existing rail-road-terminal in the city of Örebro.

RESULTS & IMPACT
The “Nobel-Tracks” would go through central Örebro but not through Hallsberg, which would provide more space on the tracks for freight transport and the handling of those in Hallsberg. Instead of the current rail road terminal in Örebro, there could be offices or apartments built in that area. The central areas in Örebro could be used in a better way.

LESSONS LEARNED & RECOMMENDATIONS
The separation of passenger- and freight-Hubs is a great advantage for the whole region, especially since certain goods do not have their start- or end-destination in the Region of Örebro. Additionally the whole area between Örebro and Hallsberg is growing together, its different parts specializing in different fields; many of them focusing on logistic purposes.

REFERENCES, SOURCES, BIBLIOGRAPHY

WEBSITE, CONTACTS
• Logistikregionen: http://www.logistikregionen.se/
ULM
CITY STATION ULM AND ITS RENEWED DISTRICT

ULM, CITYSTATION, GERMANY
BEGINNING OF THE PROJECT: 2006
IMPLEMENTATION: CONSTRUCTION WORKS TO BE LAUNCHED IN 2016
COST: CA 200M EURO (WITHOUT URBAN DEVELOPMENTS)

SITUATION
The Ulm CityStation is one of the biggest stations in South Germany and has an important function as a Hub for the regional and international railway-transport. Nowadays the link between the station and the inner city, for both public transport and individual transport, is not yet satisfactory.

The station Square is a Hub, for the various transport means. This will increase with the new tram-line 2 between “Kuhberg” and “Science City” from 2018 on, the new ICE track from 2021 onwards and the Regio S-Bahn (expected in 2025). This will cause new and higher frequency stops and additional tasks for the Station Square.

The busy Friedrich-Ebert-Street acts as a barrier between the station and the inner city. There are not enough short-term and long-term parking spaces for cars and bikes/motorbikes. Accessibility and functionality of the public transport stops “Mainstation” are inadequate. The same is true for the link between the various transport modes.

The urban quality, the type and degree of urban land-use in the neighbouring quarters are inadequate to the central location of the site and its growing importance.

CITYSTATION-CONCEPT
The Station and its surrounding have a great urban potential. With the project “CityStation Ulm” the chance of a totally new concept in this area is to be taken. The CityStation Ulm has the following modules:

The new Station Square will be the place for intermodal linkage and multifunctional use. The aim of the City is to
prevent all unnecessary traffic from accessing the square and to reorganize the remaining public and private traffic. Part of the transport functions (the delivery for the station, e.g.) will be ended or moved to another place. The square is to be turned into an attractive entrance to the city.

Under the Station Square and under the Friedrich-Ebert-Street a 4-storey parking-garage and a new station passage will be built. This passage will lead from the city to the station hall. At a later date the passage shall be extended through the station hall which is on level -1 and go further on, under the tracks, until it reaches the new western entrance, towards the station and to the Schillerstreet.

The parking level -1 is directly on the same level as the station passage. Kiss&ride space, space for taxi-parking, a parking garage for bikes and a supply-zone on level -1 will provide the most direct and shortest connections between all means of transport and usage. The entrances to the garage are outside of the Station Square at Olgastreet (north) and Friedrich-Ebert-Street (south). Apart from the Friedrich-Ebert-Street the Station Square will be free of private traffic.

A new entrance hall with an integrated business center is going to be developed by a joint venture consisting of the German railway company, the city of Ulm and private investors.

In addition to the garage under the Station Square a second garage will be built beside the western entrance of the station, on the other side of the tracks. Commuters will be able to reach this garage without entering the inner circle of the city. The passage and an additional footbridge lead directly to the platforms.

The urban areas surrounding the Hub (such as "Dichterviertel" ans "Theaterviertel") will be redeveloped gradually into quarters of mixed use and high density.

NEW CONSTRUCTION OF THE SEDELHOEFE – ENTRANCE TO THE INNER CITY
Next to the Station Square, in the inner city, the new quarter of the Sedelhoefe will be developed with the emphasis on retail, housing and space for services. The Sedelhoefe with their facades are important for the eastern edge of the square. The new shopping quarter will be opened in 2017/18. With this the side towards the inner city, the station square will have a new face. In accordance with the Sedelhoefe project the accessibility towards the inner city from the station will be much better both on level 0 an on level -1.
3.2. LINKS WITH OTHER CENTRAL AREAS
Canton Ticino believes strongly in the importance of education and research at the university level. On October 13, 2014 the Grand Council, the legislative body of the Canton, confirmed its decision to invest 265 million francs in order to create three new campuses of the University of Applied Sciences and Arts of Southern Switzerland (SUPSI) and the University of Italian Switzerland (USI) by 2019. The three projects for a total surface of 46,475 square meters are:

- a SUPSI Campus at Lugano Station; total surface of 12,490 m²
- a SUPSI Campus at Mendrisio Station; total surface of 14,040 m²
- a USI/SUPSI Campus in Lugano Viganello total surface of 12,490 m².

LUGANO, SWITZERLAND
IMPLEMENTATION: 2016 – 2019
COST: 265 MILL. SWISS FRANCS

BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTIVITY
Canton Ticino believes strongly in the importance of education and research at the university level. On October 13, 2014 the Grand Council, the legislative body of the Canton, confirmed its decision to invest 265 million francs in order to create three new campuses of the University of Applied Sciences and Arts of Southern Switzerland (SUPSI) and the University of Italian Switzerland (USI) by 2019. The three projects for a total surface of 46,475 square meters are:

- a SUPSI Campus at Lugano Station; total surface of 12,490 m²
- a SUPSI Campus at Mendrisio Station; total surface of 14,040 m²
- a USI/SUPSI Campus in Lugano Viganello total surface of 12,490 m².

OBJECTIVES
If the location of the USI/SUPSI campus in Lugano Viganello is dictated by the desire to expand the current USI campus, as well as to include a SUPSI department which carries out similar activities, the choice of the position of the other two new SUPSI campuses at Lugano Station and Mendrisio Station is made with the consideration of locating these buildings in the immediate vicinity of railway stations in urban centres, following the example of other Swiss professional universities which have opted for similar solutions. In fact, if one considers the significant number of students, including those who take courses in the curricula in parallel with professional activities and those in continuing education, and of staff who travel to

(above) View from the future Lugano station
(above right) The site of Lugano's Station
SUPSI on a daily basis, these solutions support sustainability in an important way and directly promote the use of public transport.

KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES

The opportunity to place the school in the immediate vicinity of a major railway station is a guarantee of sustainability of the project in terms of mobility and environmental impact. In the area of the Lugano railway station, two urban projects have been defined: the first involves a reorganization of the entire road area and the construction of new buildings on either side of the station; the second project calls for the covering over of the railway cutting in the territory of Massagno and the construction of new buildings on the land thereby obtained.

The project of the construction of the SUPSI Lugano Station Campus fits harmoniously into these two urban projects and involves the broader question of the development of the "Upper Town", affecting the districts of Lugano and Massagno. Furthermore, the SUPSI project is a solid stimulus intended to launch the regeneration of the entire area, providing well-integrated quality content with a view to public use. The area of the station is by its very nature very well served by public transport, and therefore ideally lends itself to the creation of a campus which naturally fosters public, rather than private, mobility.

Strictly regarding the university itself, its location in the immediate vicinity of the station, thanks also to the construction of major railway projects, will have the positive effect of fostering harmonious relations between Ticino and the other parts of Switzerland, as well as those with neighboring Italy, thus promoting the mobility of students and teachers coming from more distant places.

RESULTS & IMPACT

Both SUPSI and the city of Lugano – as well as the other cities involved in these projects – recognize and acknowledge the great potential for future socio-economic development of the region and are eager to contribute to this important and innovative progress.

SUPSI has adopted a systemic vision in revising its logistic strategy and chose a bottom-up and participatory approach in developing the model for its new campuses and facilities, which are based on citizen-centered architecture and governance. The new concept developed represents an integrated model and is aligned with the regional progress of the Canton of Ticino, both in the field of socio-economic growth and of eco-friendly mobility. SUPSI and the education system will in fact contribute to finding a solution to the traffic problem by promoting and facilitating the switch from individual transportation to public and sustainable mobility for up to 5'000 students and commuters.

Moreover, shorter connections between the different campuses and better and more sustainable mobility options for point-to-point travel will substantially improve life and working conditions and will help solve environmental issues, such as noise and air pollution and the excessive emission of greenhouse gases.

In conclusion, the creation of integrated trade and travel Hubs will act as fundamental enabler of smart, durable and sustainable city and university development.

LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS

In conclusion, the creation of integrated trade and travel Hubs will act as fundamental enabler of smart, durable and sustainable city and university development.

REFERENCES, SOURCES, BIBLIOGRAPHY

• Mario Campi Architetto FAS e Associati SA / Gruppo Linkage: Masterplan Città Alta

WEBSITE, CONTACTS

• Citta di Lugano: www.lugano.ch,
BACKGROUND
The renowned Rostock university has a substantial profile and a multitude of research and development centres as well as two traditional technology centres have been established along with research and development oriented companies which have settled in Rostock. Meanwhile, academic and performance elites have moved to Rostock to find their centre of life there. Rostock’s urban society therefore has found its new balance; Rostock offers clear alternatives to living in large metropolitan areas or rural areas for young academics. Young academics with entrepreneurial orientation are of outstanding importance for Rostock’s local community, both now and in the future. As a result, the that the trend for these people become residents of Rostock – or at least get active here – should be embedded and enhanced. Still, too many young academics leave the city or region respectively there are still unused immigration and daily commuting potential.

OBJECTIVES
Strengthening Rostock’s position as regional centre; i.e. a medium-sized large city with partially metropolitan functions and urban quality or even economic excellence claims in certain business sectors is important. Here, preferably strengthening of the community via targeted development of a mostly self-supporting – presumably – academically oriented, creative, innovative milieus comprising of freelancers, spin-offs, start-ups in main station and university surrounds is key.

Thus, it has to be determined on the basis of complex scientific-interdisciplinary methodology what boundary conditions have to be offered by the City of Rostock and its partners to enable the development of a Rostockean milieu for creative and innovative people, freelancers, start-ups and spin-offs.

Thus, social science and spatial science research has to be implemented before binding planning targets for promoting the aforementioned performance providers are for-
mainly determined and the development plan can lead to a controlled development process; e.g. targeted "capacity building" and "empowerment" of local and regional protagonists will be needed here.

MAIN STEPS

**Macro:** Expansion and profiling of the University of Rostock, Establishment of two conventional innovation and start-up incubator centres, foundation of the University of Music and Theatre, Excellence institutes of the Fraunhofer and Max Planck Societies, site modernization of the "Frieda23" a non-profit design and art academy (Karo AG), settlement of creative-innovative private companies, as SN-Datentechnik or Future TV, in station vicinity.

**Micro:** Adaptation of the URBACT- Lugano/Supsi model to Rostock’s development and settlement chances. Here: Commissioning of an external office with related insider knowledge on relevant societal trends and settlement strategies in Europe.

Within the scope of URBACT, a potential and needs analysis was started here, important key protagonists were identified and addressed and needs and expectations related to such a centre were discussed. Among others, the following was investigated: Which partners are interested in contributing to the establishment of such a centre (respectively contributing actively to it)? Which are the functions it should fulfil? Is a topic or sector focus needed here? What boundary conditions have to be considered in the Rostock district “Südstadt” (where is which need for action, if applicable)?

RESULTS & EFFECTS

Decision to develop a site that is of real estate interest, located in the vicinity of the station and publicly owned from a fast and medium-quality marketing without major positive effects on the common welfare.

Instead: Checking the boundary conditions for the maximum possible long-term use for the community with a waiver of short-term marketing interests. Here: Investigation of development objective, development chances and the needed boundary conditions based on scientific methodology, but also monitored expiration of temporary uses of the potential area as garden colony near station and city centre.

Starting a semi-public discussion of this development option for Rostock with key stakeholders from the target milieu; thus, also checking the option "stakeholder mix" and "narrowing of the target milieu" in the station vicinity. Thus, induction of opinion-shaping within the community and qualification of the city administration regarding settlement and growth conditions of this particular key milieu.

Thus, establishment of an example for strategic development planning and good governance for the benefit of qualitative growth in Rostock and the surrounding region.

Planned further processing of the topic within the scope of an e.g. Interreg project.

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

Societal and economic changes in medium-size large cities can be controlled by the city administrations if a strategy achieved via a planning-culture-based consensus is jointly implemented by politics, administration, business and science. The high quality of life in Rostock proves to be a settlement argument as much as the exemplary expansion of regional and local transport infrastructure. Rostock is committed to quality and distinctiveness regarding the own inner-city areas to remain competitive in the idea and investments contest.

Last development areas owned by the municipality are preferably reserved for high-quality use for the community’s benefit. Thus, unique selling points and settlement factors can efficiently be shaped; here presumably by providing optimized support for the sensitive settlement of academia-oriented living and working milieus of freelancers, business starters and spin-offs.

As related models have rarely existed in medium-sized large cities so far and accordingly there is little knowledge about the necessary implementation instruments, the risk of taking wrong decisions must be reduced by means of scientific research. Only after profoundly checked development objectives were determined, milieu planning objectives should be formally defined as urban planning objectives. EU programmes such as URB ACT and Interreg are perfectly suitable here, also utilisation of regional ERDF-grants or national development funds.

WEBSITES / CONTACTS

- Hansestadt Rostock
- oliver.koeppen@rostock.de andreas.schubert@rostock.de
- Inpolis Berlin: http://www.inpolis.de/inpolis-kontakt_de.html
3.3.

TOURISM
OBJECTIVES
With this new project in mind Ciudad Real contacted TARIC CONSULTING a company running a shop that sells typical and traditional food products. Sales and tourist information points focus on the same client.

BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTION
Due to the increasing number of tourists coming to Ciudad Real as a result of the High Speed Train, it is important to place a tourist information point at the H.S. Station again. Three years ago the tourist information office in the station had to be closed due to its high cost. It was a very bad moment for the Spanish economy and Ciudad Real were obliged to reduce much of its expenditure. Having a tourist information point at the station is nowadays very important, not only for tourists but also for commuters that from Monday to Friday who need to be informed about what is happening in the city centre through this new space. The intention is to offer not only tourist information but also cultural and events brochures.
KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES

After some meetings, an agreement was reached: Taric Consulting agreed to give up a little part of the shop to place an information point which will be used to offer maps, touristic information about the city and cultural agenda brochures with all the events celebrated in the town centre. It was also agreed that the shop assistant would give information about the city to visitors, indicating the most important points and monuments to visit during their stay in Ciudad Real. With both agreements Ciudad Real is solving the lack of an official tourist information point at the station: by ensuring that there is somebody to attend to visitors and resolve their queries and a place to collect touristic and cultural information about the city. In September 2014 the Councillor of Tourism and the manager of the company Taric Consulting signed the mentioned agreement where they arrived to the following conclusions:

- Taric Consulting will provide tourist information and brochures to visitors on the board designed specifically for this space. The shop assistant will do her best to resolve all kind of questions from visitors and commuters.
- The Council of Tourism will pay an annual fee of 2,000 € (VAT not included) for the services described above.

RESULTS & IMPACT

This agreement has been signed for an initial period of two years. Before this signature there was a tourist information point belonging to the Ciudad Real Council, but the expenses were very high. The rental fee for the office was 3,800 € per year and the cost for an employee (Social Security included) was 26,438,90 € per year. The total annual cost (telephone, cleaning, electricity, and other general charges not included in the total cost) of this tourist office was 33,638,90 €. Nowadays the fee is 2,000 € (+ 21% VAT), so over 30,000 € per year is being saved.
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4.1. COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION TO USERS
OBJECTIVES

• Integration of the site at Rostock with Scandinavia
• Improving connections between Rostock and Southern Denmark/Oresund region
• Improving the cross-border car-free passenger traffic offers between Rostock and Scandinavia
• Attractive cross-border ticketing systems
• Attractive cross-border passenger traffic information system
• Harmonization of public transport and ferry departure times
• Creation of comfortable waiting areas/terminals
• Construction of cargo and passenger ferries
• Change of use of old unused train (station) facilities
• Remote sales of bus travel between Berlin-Rostock-Kopenhagen
• Attractive train – public transport – ferry offer between Berlin-Rostock-Kopenhagen
• Rehabilitation of the railway line between Berlin and Rostock for high-speed or heavy goods traffic

BACKGROUND

When the ferry port was relocated from Rostock-Warnemünde to the universal port in Rostock (northeast) 1995, Rostock’s main station and the ferry train station at Rostock-Warnemünde both lost their relevance for cross-border traffic as well as the ferry train station in Gedser (DK). Cross-border passenger traffic via public transport was no longer in the focus of economic and political interest and lost public popularity. At Rostock’s industrial harbour, car and coach passenger traffic were prioritized over passenger transport. The railway track from Rostock to Berlin was in a dilapidated status and increasingly focused on RoRo traffic. The traditional cross-border railway connection was erased from both the timetable information systems of the national train companies as well as from public awareness. The strongly increasing North-South cargo traffic was transferred to lorries; the railway line Gedser-Nykøbing (DK) was shut-down and the railway maintenance depot left to decay; the traffic congestion and noise in Nykøbing caused by heavy goods traffic was accepted. Public transport to the ferry terminal was not coordinated with the ferry timetables in either Rostock or Gedser. Neither a uniform ticketing system nor any official handling of the two different currencies existed.

ROSTOCK
A SMART GROWTH APPROACH IN ROSTOCK

ROSTOCK, GERMANY
BEGINNING OF THE PROJECT: 2003
IMPLEMENTATION: VIA DIFFERENT EU-INTERREG AND CROSS BORDER ERDF-PROJECTS UP TO MID OF 2015
COSTS: PROJECT FINANCED BY INTERREG-PROJECT BUDGETS, INVESTMENTS FROM ERDF AND SCANDLINES FERRY OPERATOR FOR NEW FERRIES

The Baltic Gateway project for a coordinated transport and axis development policy

The InterCombiTicket enables uncomplicated passenger traffic between Guldburgsund (DK) and Rostock (D) without a car. Rostock expands its neighbourhood sphere towards North, allowing everybody to travel over the sea to Scandinavia.
MAIN STEPS
Numerous implemented multi-level-governance / private-public-partnership development projects resulted in setting a course for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth as contrasting development to the fixed Fehmarn Belt link.

- Nykøbing is connected to Copenhagen via trains running at hourly intervals
- A cross-border passenger information system becomes operational in 2014
- The international train information system reintegrates the intermodal passenger transport offers into the timetables
- Development planning for railway wasteland(s) at Warnemünde: https://www.rostock-heute.de/mittelmole-warnemuende-planungswerkstatt/74300 http://www.wohnpark-warnemuende.de/
- The Gedser site and ferry development starts: http://www.gedserremise.dk/dk/projekt_gb.html#ns
- Increase of passenger and goods traffic between Berlin and Rostock after the rehabilitation of the railway line
- Twinning between Rostock-Guldburgsund and, thus, numerous new cross-border projects

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
A negative trend can be stopped and reversed through integrated, interdisciplinary development planning in combination with competent development management. In addition, a triple helix development approach as well as „multilevel-governance“ should be deliberately implemented. Cross-border or even transnational EU network programs as Interreg and URBACT are a good basis for addressing local and sectorial problems effectively.

RESULTS & EFFECTS
- The axis (development) concept is integrated into the new EU TEN policy from 2014
- The long distance bus traffic is liberalized all over Germany, long distance buses stop at Rostock main station, coordinated public transport bus connections to the new ferry terminal exist http://www.rostock-port.de/en/rostock-port/barrierefreies-reisen/faehrterminal.html
- The cross border Intercombi ticket is launched on the market: www.intercombi-ticket.de/
- Rostock’s public transport system is connected to ferry terminal and ferries www.rsag-online.de/en/home#
BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTIVITY
The transport authorities in the Department of Oise, including the Creil Agglomeration, have been federated since 2006 as the “Union of the public transport authorities in Department of Oise”, also called SMTCO. This cooperative body’s purpose is; to coordinate all the transport networks at a large scale (i.e. the scale of the Department, 800,000 inhabitants); to enhance intermodal travel; and to foster the development of modal interchanges.

OBJECTIVES
The “SISMO” system is an innovative tool for mobility assistance across the Department of Oise that has been developed by the SMTCO and a consortium of companies (ERG/Cityway) has been hired to take care of its funding, organization and operation. All 13 transport authorities in the Department, and their 6 delegated transport authorities, which are responsible for on-demand transport, benefit from this system.

KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES
Developing this tool had two main aims:
- The implementation of modernised tickets trough the introduction of a single transport pass (called the “Mobility Pass in Oise”) that could be used for all rail and road modes.
- The development of real-time passenger information, so that they can easily switch from one mode to the other: a phone platform as well as an online platform allows multimodal route search (city and intercity buses, train,
on-demand transport, car-pooling, bicycle). All the data we find usually in a public transport network are put together and updated in a centralized base. Stations, schedules and fares are used for the itinerary calculator. In the future, the platform will also index all the cycling lanes. The website is also available in a mobile version, and an iPhone application is available; a SMS alert service is provided to inform passengers about disruptions in real time. The information in real time is also circulated through dynamic signs located at the transport stops and inside the vehicles.

The SISMO is also a tool for transport operators, since it provides usage statistics for each line and each stop, a system of ticketing validation, vehicle geolocation, calculation of travel real cost, and an overview of mobility. The system also allows access to a tool which is used by the local authority to check the bus traffic in real time. Thus, the information is the same for the transport company and for CAC.

RESULTS & IMPACT
One of the difficulties we met is that SISMO system was created originally for inter-urban coaches, which do not have the same needs as an urban network; for instance, in our buses in Creil we have only one validator per bus; when this one is full (which happens a lot), it is difficult or even impossible for customers to validate. To improve the system, we must be aware of its difficulties and be able to follow the evolution of the « new technologies » through a long-term contract (12 years!). One of the major difficulties is the discussion between all the local authorities who do not necessarily have the same objectives.

Adequacy between what the authority wants and implements and what the customers feel about that: we must be sure that the new technologies address a real need.

LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS
The mobility centre informs users about all the networks: the borders between authorities, competences and between the different types of transport (bus, train, pedestrian, bicycle...). This is eradicated thanks to the project. For the customers the important factor is to be remembered by vendors, especially for the on-demand transport (there is no need to communicate an address once again for instance). The technologies evolve quickly and it is necessary that all the system and tools evolve in the same time to be efficient and meet the expectations of the inhabitants. If the system is efficient now, it will be efficient tomorrow and later.

The SISMO is an innovative system with a good reputation, for example:
European Mobility Exhibition, Paris June 2010, Innovation Award winner, category “Intelligent transport systems”;
World Congress & Mobility and City Transport Exhibition, Dubai, April 2011, Innovation and Technology Award winner.

REFERENCES:
• SISMO – SMTCO

CONTACTS:
• s.duc@agglocreilloise.fr
4.2.

INFORMATION AND TICKETING SYSTEM
BACKGROUND, REASON FOR THE ACTIVITY
Cities today face an enormous challenge of combining competitiveness and sustainable urban development. This challenge is likely to have an impact on issues of Urban Quality such as housing, economy, culture, social and environmental conditions.

OBJECTIVES
Aware of this challenge, the city of Porto decided to implement a strategy for the modernization of administrative services, in a perspective of Smart Governance and Urban Intelligence, whose main objective is reflected in the improvement of service to the citizens, local government actors and especially to promote the city among tourists (economic cluster of great strategic importance to the city.)

KEY STEPS & ACTIVITIES
In this context, the main IT applications developed were:

- Virtual One-Stop Shop: This application cuts across all services provided by the municipality. From this portal, citizens can make all kinds of requests to the municipality. We highlight the GIS application, where, all the instruments of territorial management can be queried in real time. Another important application is the simulation of municipal taxes, in which citizens can make their own simulation of the charges payable on a given operation.
- Executive Portal: This application was developed with the aim of fast access by citizens to political decision-making documents of the municipality and to ensure the transparency of those policy decisions.
- Tourism Portal: The main aim in creating this portal was particularly the recommendation and planning (demand)
and organization (offer) of Porto as a destination.

- Bi & BAM – (management portal): This application was designed to present global indicators of the activities of the municipality, especially data related to finance, human resources, etc.

RESULTS & IMPACT

These applications have revolutionized the means of approach between citizens and the local authority, ensuring greater efficiency and transparency in service.

We highlight the award of a prize of best practices to the Executive Portal, by Microsoft.

Furthermore, considering that the Tourism Portal is based on the concept of a tourism marketplace integrated into a system information and promotion that combines a series of tools and technologies for the implementation a set of solutions, we can conclude that this portal has had some success, especially for people who come to Porto, to visit, to invest and to work or study. The creation of the brand “Oportinity” (should this be “Oportunity”) is also the result of interest in the portal. The City of Porto was voted as the Best European destination in 2012 and in 2014 by the organization European Consumers Choice.

Another important result was the development of paper free public meetings of the executive council. Since 2008, these meetings are made without any recourse to this material, which implies savings, among others, of 30 trees per year.

LESSONS LEARNT & RECOMMENDATIONS

Generically, in order for Porto to continue to be labeled as a “smart city”, and in particular to address the challenge of combining competitiveness and sustainable urban development, it is necessary for continuous monitoring of these applications. It is also necessary to continually search for innovative solutions to differentiate Porto from the other European cities that compete at the same level.

What concerns the local authority actions is that we are actually developing a single “smart-city” strategy for the city. This strategy will define the main areas of investment as well as the goals to be pursued and necessary resources to make them reality.

BIBLIOGRAPHY:

- “O Futuro das Cidades”, José F. G. Mendes, Minho University

WEBSITE:

THE ENTER.HUB NETWORK
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Claire Leblond
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www.gdynia.pl
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a.pawlowska@zdiz.gdynia.pl – d.gajda@zdiz.gdynia.pl

Girona City Council (Spain)
www.girona.cat
Jordi Xirgo – Mònica Serra
jxirgo@ajgirona.cat – mserra@ajgirona.cat

City of Łódź – The Board of New Centre of Łódź (Poland)
www.ncl.uml.lodz.pl
Anna Wierzbicka
a.wierzbicka@zncl.uml.lodz.pl

City of Lugano (Switzerland)
www.lugano.ch
Giorgio Maric
giorgio.maric@lugano.ch

Porto City Council (Portugal)
www.cm-porto.pt
Eurico Ferreira
euricoferreira@cm-porto.pt

Preston City Council (United Kingdom)
www.preston.gov.uk
Mike Molyneux – Tamar Reay – Elke Malleret
m.molyneux@preston.gov.uk – t.reay@preston.gov.uk
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www.rostock.de
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andreas.schubert@rostock.de – oliver.koppen@rostock.de

Örebro Regional Development Council (Sweden)
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URBACT is a European exchange and learning programme promoting sustainable urban development. It enables cities to work together to develop solutions to major urban challenges, reaffirming the key role they play in facing increasingly complex societal challenges. It helps them to develop pragmatic solutions that are new and sustainable, and that integrate economic, social and environmental dimensions. It enables cities to share good practices and lessons learned with all professionals involved in urban policy throughout Europe. URBACT is 181 cities, 29 countries, and 5,000 active participants. www.urbact.eu/project

ENTER HUB promotes the role of High Speed Rail (HSR) Hubs/multimodal interfaces of regional relevance in twelve medium-sized cities as engines for integrated urban development and economic, social and cultural regeneration. Because of their ability to grow more and faster perhaps than larger metropolitan areas, ENTER HUB network partners consider their position, as HSR Hubs, is a relevant key point for their future urban strategy. Therefore, fitting into TEN-T corridors, all ENTER HUB partners look at this project as an opportunity to redefine their territorial systems around these Hubs in order to bring them closer to other European cities, to encourage their citizens to embrace all kind of activities and to strengthen connectivity at a local, regional and EU level. This project’s goal is to help cities to improve their mobility systems to become more competitive, to attract population and diverse activities despite the economic crisis.

http://urbact.eu/enter.hub
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